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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 1 (“TCJA”) dramatically changed how the United States taxes
multinational corporations (“MNCs”). Most notably, the TCJA introduced a “participation
exemptions system”, under which earnings of foreign subsidiaries of MNCs are exempt from U.S.
tax2 (under previous law, earnings of foreign subsidiaries were taxed if repatriated to the United
States). A participation exemption system exacerbates the incentive of U.S. MNCs to shift income
from the U.S. to foreign subsidiaries organized in low-tax countries.
Aware of this fresh incentive to shift income, Congress introduced myriad new anti incomeshifting provisions as part of the TCJA. Among others, such provisions deny deductions on certain
deductible “hybrid” payments, 3 impose a new tax on “Global Intangible Law Taxed Income”
(GILTI),4 and create a Base Erosion Anti-Abuse Tax (the “BEAT”).5 The BEAT is a minimum
tax that operates by denying certain tax benefits associated with related party transactions.
All of these new base-broadening rules have been the subject of recent commentary. None,
however, has been subject to more complaints than the BEAT. Among others, it has been argued
that the BEAT violates U.S. treaty obligations,6 violates U.S. WTO obligations, 7 creates double
taxation resulting in very high effective tax rates in some instances (as much as 29.5% instead of
the headline corporate tax rate of 21%),8 is inefficient and unfair due to “cliff effects”,9 and that it
simply does not make colloquial sense. 10
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While there is much to improve about the BEAT, a significant part of the criticism against the
new law is unwarranted. Many of the critiques make use of unlikely hypothetical business
structures to demonstrate supposed failures in the operation of the new law. I shall argue, however,
that many of the hypotheticals used are either irrelevant (as they assume business structures that
no taxpayers would reasonably use) or extremely rare. In other instances the examples used are
more realistic, but the complaints are made against the successful operation of the law as intended.
While the use of hypotheticals is many times “pedagogically helpful, a concern is the extent to
which examples … may not reflect general (or for that matter actual) experience.” 11 When
unhelpful hypotheticals are used, the critique should be muted. If anything, these types of
complaints from taxpayers demonstrate BEAT is a successful anti-shifting mechanism with real
teeth.12
This essay will continue as follows: Part II briefly explains what I mean by “unhelpful
hypotheticals,” and demonstrates how they are used by taxpayers. In Part III, I briefly outline the
operation of the BEAT, and explore two hypotheticals employed by taxpayers to argue against the
BEAT.
II.

THE ILLOGICAL TAX HYPOTHETICAL

In tax law, hypotheticals are an essential instrument to explain and demonstrate the operations
of complex law provisions. Academics use them in scholarly papers, taxpayers use them to
comment on proposed regulations, and even regulations themselves use hypothetical fact patterns
to demonstrate the operation of the law. 13
However, on occasion, hypotheticals are used in a way that does not make very much sense,
only to support one’s point of view. In such instance a speaker uses a hypothetical to demonstrate
how a tax provision can bring about an illogical result, but the hypothetical itself is illogical.
This method of critique is not new, and is sometimes even successful at convincing courts to
adopt a particular stance. Consider, for example, SDI v. Commissioner,14 in which a Bermuda
company owned intellectual property, which was used by a U.S. affiliate. Royalties paid by the
U.S. affiliate to the Bermuda entity would have been subject to withholding at a 30% gross rate. 15
In order to avoid this result, the SDI groups organized a Netherlands entity, which licensed the IP
from Bermuda, and then relicensed the IP to the U.S. in a back-to-back arrangement. The royalties
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from the U.S. were paid to the Netherlands entity, which immediately turned and paid royalties to
Bermuda.
Under the tax treaty between the U.S. and the Netherlands at the time, royalties paid to a Dutch
company were exempt from withholding. Under Netherlands law, royalties paid to Bermuda were
also exempt. Thus, the U.S. affiliate was able to deduct the cost of royalties against U.S. income,
without the royalties being taxed anywhere else.
The Service argued that the royalties paid by the Netherlands entity to Bermuda retained their
character as U.S.-source royalties, and as such should be subject to withholding. 16 The court
disagreed. Among the arguments made by the taxpayer and accepted by the court, was that
accepting the IRS position would create a “cascading royalties” problem, “whereby multiple
withholding taxes could be paid on the same royalty payment as it is transferred up a chain of
licensors.”17
Hypothetically, this argument is doctrinally correct. However, this fact is irrelevant. Had
royalties been subject to cascading taxation, it would be irrational for taxpayers to create back-toback royalties licensing schemes. In the SDI case, the taxpayer would simply pay the royalties
directly to Bermuda, and pay one level of tax (or simply have the IP held by the U.S. affiliate).
There would be no reason, other than an attempt at self-inflicted pain, to create an intermediary
entity。
III.

UNHELPFUL HYPOTHETICALS AND BEAT CRITIQUE

Similar use of unhelpful hypotheticals can be identified in the context of some common
critiques levied against the BEAT. I first briefly explain the structure of the BEAT, and then
discuss two common critiques I find problematic.
A. A Short BEAT Primer
Section 59A operates as a minimum tax, which kicks in when U.S. taxable income is
excessively reduced through related party transactions. Conceptually, a 10% minimum tax is
imposed on an alternative tax base, which is calculated by ignoring certain related party
transactions.
More specifically, if a taxpayer is an “applicable taxpayer”, 18 a new tax base (called “modified
taxable income”) 19 is calculated by ignoring any “base erosion tax benefit”. 20 A base erosion tax
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benefit is generally any reduction in U.S. tax base, which is a result of transactions between related
parties 21 (such as a deductible payment to a related party that is not a U.S. resident). The BEAT is
then calculated by comparing 10% of the modified taxable income to the normal tax liability
calculated without the limitations of Section 59A. If the 10% amount is higher than the regular tax
liability, the difference is added to the tax liability of the taxpayer. That difference is the BEAT.
The effective result is a minimum tax of 10% on a broadened tax base that ignores related-party
tax reducing schemes.
Applicable taxpayers are generally corporations that meet two requirements: (1) They have an
average of $500,000,000 in annual gross receipts (measured on an affiliated group basis) measured
during a 3-taxable-year period ending with the preceding taxable year, and (2) at least 3% of their
total deductions are base erosion payments of the type that creates base erosion tax benefits. 22
B. The BEAT/GILTI Double Tax Hypothetical
One frequent objection to the BEAT is that it generates double taxation on deductible payments
to certain related foreign parties. Some additional background is helpful here.
Under the law in effect before the TCJA, U.S. MNCs were subject to taxation on their
worldwide income. Income earned by controlled foreign subsidiaries, however, was not subject to
tax in the U.S. until repatriated (for example, as a dividend to the U.S. parent). This created an
incentive for U.S. MNCs to shift income into subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions, and have profits
accumulate there. The incentive is exacerbated by the TCJA, as it exempts dividends from foreign
subsidiaries from taxation in the United States. In order to counter these incentives to shift income,
U.S. law contains an anti-abuse rule known as “Subpart F”. 23
Under subpart F, certain types of passive income (“Subpart F income”) earned by “controlled
foreign corporations” (“CFC”) are deemed repatriated to the United States, even if no actual
distribution from the CFC to the U.S. shareholder occurred. As such, Subpart F income earned by
a CFC is immediately taxable to the U.S. shareholders of the CFC.
The TCJA adds a new category of Subpart F income, known as “Global Intangible Low-Taxed
Income” (“GILTI”).24 Under the GILTI, income attributable to intellectual property, earned by
foreign subsidiaries, is subject to immediate taxation to U.S. shareholder at effective rates between
10.5% and 13.125%.25 GILTI income is any profit above 10% threshold of assumed-return from
CFC’s tangible assets.
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The introduction of GILTI and BEAT has the potential to create an excessive tax burden
according to a new, frequently-made argument.26 Consider a deductible payment made by a U.S.
MNC to its CFC. Under the BEAT, the benefit of the deduction is eliminated, making the income
taxable in the United States. Under the GILTI (or subpart F), the income earned by the CFC is
potentially GILTI or other subpart F income, and as such would be taxable (again) to the U.S.
MNC. The result is that the same stream of income is taxed twice in the United States. The resulting
effective tax rate can be as high as 29.5% instead of the corporate headline rate of 21%. This is a
correct doctrinal analysis of the interaction of BEAT and GILTI, and the result seems nonsensical.
It is therefore not a surprise that multiple practitioners advanced such criticism.
There is one problem with this frequently-used example, though. It does not represent a
frequent conceivable realistic occurrence. A U.S. MNC making a deductible payment to a CFC
under the new law would simply be engaged in tax malpractice. And no U.S. MNCs should
rationally choose to do that.
Presumably, even under the old law there was generally little incentive for a U.S. MNC to
make a deductible transfer to its CFC. Even if the payment was deductible, the income to the CFC
should have resulted in Subpart F income, immediately taxable to the U.S. MNC. The result was
a wash.
However, subpart F contains many exceptions that made it possible for U.S. MNCs to get away
with such payments and not include them as subpart F income. 27 US MNCs were able to make
deductible payments to related parties in tax havens, stripping the U.S. tax base without ever
having the income picked up in the tax base of any other entity. The BEAT prevents that by
effectively denying the deduction.
If that is the case now, why would any U.S. MNC to which BEAT is applicable make a
payment subject to BEAT to a CFC? If there is a need to transfer funds to a controlled subsidiary,
the MNC can simply make an equity contribution (which, generally, has no tax consequences), or
have the subsidiary borrow directly from a third party (the parent could guarantee the loan, if
necessary). Why would a corporate executive structure a transfer of funds in a way that is known
to result in double taxation, given that there are multiple single-taxation alternatives?
This is similar to the logic used by the SDI court in the context of cascading royalties. The
royalties were structured as back-to-back payments through an intermediary specifically to avoid
taxation. Had the result of such a structure been double-taxation, no royalty payment would ever
be structured as such. The bottom line is that the double-tax arguments against the BEAT are
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nonsensical, because no taxpayer will ever willingly make such payments. The real complaint here
is against the fact that the BEAT actually prevents tax avoidance, by taxing (once) income that
previously escaped taxation.
To be sure, there may be some existing corporate structures that may actually result in double
taxation and may have to be restructured (though I suspect such cases are relatively rare, and in
any case are themselves tax driven). This may be a good reason to argue for some transitional relief
rule that would allow MNCs to restructure successfully. However, the correct way to analyze the
incentives created by the BEAT is under a steady state world. Meaning, envisioning how the world
would look like after the BEAT had taken effect and changed corporate behavior. The existence
of tax-avoidance corporate structures (used to avoid tax under the old law) cannot in and of itself
be used as an argument against the BEAT. The BEAT responds specifically to tax avoidance.
Arguing that existing structures would now be subject to “double tax” misses the point: the BEAT
exact intent is to undo these structures..
C. The Cliff Hypothetical
Another frequently made argument against the BEAT is that it contains cliff effects. “Cliff
effects … trigger a sudden increase of federal tax liability when some attribute of a
taxpayer…exceeds a particular threshold value.” 28 Cliff effects are viewed negatively, as they
create a line drawing problem. Taxpayers close to the threshold trigger may behave inefficiently
to avoid triggering the cliff. 29 Cliff are also sometime seen as unfair, because two very similarly
situated taxpayers that just happen to be on different sides of the trigger face vastly different tax
burdens.30
In the context of the BEAT, the cliffs are triggered by the definition of “applicable taxpayers”.
As noted, BEAT is only triggered with respect to taxpayers with average annual sales of
$500,000,000, and only if at least 3% of all their deductible payments are base erosion payments.
This leads critics to argue that taxpayers who are just below either of the two triggers may alter
their behavior to avoid the BEAT, and that if the BEAT is triggered the consequences can be
colossal, since the entire tax is triggered at once. 31
If the taxpayer is close to the sales-level trigger, it does not always make sense for the taxpayer
to try to sell less, just to avoid the tax. As long as after-tax sales are profitable, the taxpayer would
prefer to sell more even if the BEAT is triggered. Arguing that taxpayers would try to avoid this
threshold is a “tail wagging the dog” argument. Business considerations dictate tax outcomes, not
the other way around.
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If the after-tax sales are not profitable as a result of triggering the BEAT sales trigger, it may
mean that the taxpayers’ profits pre-BEAT were attributable to tax avoidance, and not to economic
substance. If this is indeed the case, these are exactly the type of taxpayers the BEAT is after, and
exactly the type of behaviors the BEAT is aimed to prevent.
If a taxpayer is close to the 3% base erosion payment threshold, then the cliff concern is
substantially reduced. Once the threshold is triggered, the taxpayer losses 3% of its deductions,
and from that point the BEAT gradually increases the more related party payment are made. So
again, if taxpayers want to avoid this threshold, they should be engaged in less tax-motivated
related-party transactions.
If the cliff effect is still worrisome, the solution is to simply eliminate any threshold and apply
the BEAT to all taxpayers from the first dollar of earnings, denying the benefits of all related party
tax-motivated payments. In such case, there will be no cliff effects whatsoever, and taxpayers will
pay more BEAT the more base-erosion payments they have. I doubt, however, that this is a solution
the complainants are aiming for.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The BEAT is a new, original anti tax avoidance mechanism. As many commentators have
noted, the law itself requires multiple clarifications, and is sometimes hard to understand. It is a
complex provision. But many of the arguments against the BEAT’s intended operation seem to
use unhelpful hypotheticals to advance a particular anti-BEAT narrative.

